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Star Trek 12 is a collection of short story adaptations of five Star Trek: The Original Series episodes, written by James
Blish and J.A. Lawrence. Published by Bantam Books, and first released in November , it is the final volume in the
numbered adaptation series.

Robau then headed over to the Narada to negotiate, but was eliminated by Nero in a fit of anger. This all
seems okay at first glance, but even with a destroyed warp drive, there was certainly a better option than going
into a clearly hostile vessel. Gabriel Lorca In all honesty, we debated the inclusion of Gabriel Lorca on this
list. On the surface, he appears to be a seasoned leader and trustworthy captain, but in reality, he was an agent
of the villainous Mirror Universe. Abusing his power, fostering alliances, and creating friendships with the
sole-intent of warping them to his own ambitions, Lorca was a dangerous man, but his tactical genius and
exceptional decision-making defined him as a great captain, whether we like it or not. Marcus Alexander
advertising Star Trek Into Darkness is one of the worst Trek movies to ever exist, as it is filled to the brim
with wasted potential, misguided direction, and enormously ham-fisted attempts to ape the far superior Wrath
of Khan. Marcus Alexander was actually far beyond the rank of captain as a Fleet Admiral, but his command
of the painfully named Vengeance is enough to put him on this list. Eventually, he would receive the
promotion to captain and take command of the USS Excelsior. Nero Nero was the Romulan captain of the
former-mining vessel Narada. While time travel is certainly one of the most used tropes in nearly every season
of every series in the franchise, Bateson is one of the few characters lost in time that continued to operate in
the timeline he found himself trapped. Riker finally accepted a promotion to Captain after years of refusing all
command offers. Due to his excellent diplomacy skills and all manner of experiences, peaceful or otherwise,
aboard the Enterprise, Riker was well-groomed and well-honed for superior command responsibilities. As the
Captain of the Titan, Will went on his own series of exciting adventures, but it was the alternate future where
he became an admiral that really captivates our interest. His ascension to admiralty in a future, apocalyptic war
with the Klingons proves his mettle as a leader. Edward Jellico Edward Jellico is a bit of an outlier on this list.
Instead of making horrible decisions that endangered the lives of thousands, or just being a plain moron,
Jellico actually knew what he was doing. After the ship was accidentally flung thousands of light years away
into the heart of the Delta Quadrant, Janeway needed to maintain an iron grip of her crew and on their
dwindling morale. Thrown into an impossible situation, never giving up, and then successfully returning home
is a truly admirable chain of events. Kirk in the opening of Star Trek: In short, despite inexplicably being
given the most famous ship in the entirety of Starfleet, John Harriman still had no business being a captain.
Jonathan Archer While Star Trek: Tasked with the burden of pioneering what would eventually become the
Starfleet we know and love, Archer faced every new friend, challenge, and threat the best he could, without
ever backing down. Matt Decker failed every single last one of these requirements. In the original series,
Captain Decker and his ship were on a survey mission when he decided to not only beam down red shirts, but
his entire crew. Kirk What can we say about James T. Khan advertising For a genetically engineered
superhuman and stunning genius, Khan is an embarrassingly awful captain. He also failed miserably. Khan,
for all his power and all of his intelligence, somehow never took the time to fully understand the ship he had
stolen and plunged into battle, leading to a defeat that a worthy captain might have escaped from. Jean Luc
Picard Jean Luc Picard has not only saved countless worlds and civilizations, but the universe itself. With
immense poise, a caring demeanor, and a genuine desire to do good, Jean Luc is an ideal leader. Beverly
Picard While compiling the list of the most amazing captains, the thought occurred to us that quite of few
confirmed Trek captains seem to have been the title on nothing more than a whim or perhaps to please fans.
Beverly Picard is, sadly, one of those. Sisko felt like everything and everyone in the war was on his shoulders,
and instead of letting that scare him, he took full responsibility, like a true captain. Let us know in the
comments!
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Principle editing on this project began in November, It was a time when the 25th anniversary of Star Trek V () seemed a
long way off and when Paramount's inconveniently titled "Star Trek Beyond" had no trace in the known universe.

He is the author of " The Large Hadron Collider: Follow him on Facebook. The opinions expressed in this
commentary are those of the author. View more opinion articles on CNN. As a child, I sat raptly in front of the
screen, watching the explorers of "Star Trek" travel from planet to planet, encountering "new life and new
civilizations. The fact is that, although the heroes of my youth were fictitious, real live scientists can work
towards making these dreams a reality. Identify the locations of nearby planets that might be suitable for
Earthly life forms. Its extended goal is to identify approximately 20, planets around nearby star systems. This
may sound like a futuristic endeavor, but in reality, finding exoplanets, planets orbiting stars other than our
own, is not new. The first confirmed detection occurred about 30 years ago. These first planets were found by
looking at the wobble of stars orbited by very large planets in close orbits. If the child is of about kindergarten
age, the adult will have to lean back to keep from toppling over. Watching the adult wobble is proof that the
child is there. Similarly, wobbles in the motion of stars revealed the existence of planets. Read More However,
this technique was unable to find Earth-like planets. Instead, it is better suited to finding planetary systems
with planets the size of Jupiter in orbits even smaller than Mercury. To give some perspective, Jupiter is
enormous compared to the Earth, with a mass times that of our own planet. The wobble technique was most
sensitive to even larger planets in even smaller orbits, although later attempts by improved instruments were
able to find smaller and more distant planets. In , the Kepler satellite was launched to search for exoplanets
using an entirely different approach which was more sensitive to the presence of smaller planets. Kepler
searched for exoplanets when they passed in front of their host star. This is like searching for seagulls by
staring at a lighthouse and seeing their slight shadow as they passed in front of the overwhelming glare of the
light. It found over two thousand planets, with many more unconfirmed planet candidates. It found planetary
systems with more than one planet. It found so-called "super-Earths," which are planets that are only slightly
bigger than Earth and which would have stronger gravity, but on which it would be possible to exist. Indeed,
the last decade has been thoroughly exciting for those of us who dream of travelling beyond the Solar System.
While the Kepler satellite and the scientific team have performed beyond all expectations, it is running
dangerously low on fuel. Last week , NASA used the remaining fuel to orient the satellite so that it could
transmit its data to Earth. However, fans of exoplanets do not need to despair. The satellite was launched in
April and spent May using a flyby of the moon to jockey itself into the desired orbit. It even took its first
photograph. Kepler mission finds 10 Earth-size exoplanets, others TESS uses the same technique as Kepler,
but with a somewhat different emphasis. Kepler looked at a single patch of the sky. It will see about times
more of the sky than Kepler did. In addition, TESS will concentrate on nearby bright stars, with a special
focus on ones similar to our sun. In fact, it will inspect nearly all of the stars that can be seen under a clear and
isolated night sky, as well as a few hundred thousand more. While TESS is designed to look for the existence
of planets, the capabilities of its telescopes are dwarfed by far more powerful instruments here on Earth, as
well as the space-based Hubble telescope and its successor the James Webb Space Telescope. With the help of
these larger facilities, scientists will be able to image and study the atmospheres of the planets discovered by
TESS. TESS is currently in the shakedown phase that accompanies any big science mission. TESS is designed
to run for two years , and is expected to identify perhaps a thousand exoplanets during this initial observation
period. However, its insertion into its final orbit was very successful, leaving it with ample fuel reserves. Like
the Kepler satellite before it, it is quite likely that it will operate longer than is planned. Follow CNN Opinion
Join us on Twitter and Facebook For centuries, humanity has been fascinated by the stars and the prospect of
life elsewhere in the universe.
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A preliminary script was said to be completed by Christmas for a release. They also discussed the possibility
of Khan Noonien Singh and Klingons. Karl Urban, Zachary Quinto, director J. Abrams, and Chris Pine In
January , Abrams said he had not decided whether or not he would direct, since he had not yet seen a script. In
June, Abrams confirmed that his next project would be the sequel, noting that he would rather the film be
good than ready by its scheduled release date. Orci noted that when trying to create the "gigantic imagery"
required by a summer blockbuster, Kurtzman suggested a scene where Enterprise rose from the ocean. With
that as a starting point they and Lindelof came up with the cold open in Nibiru, which blended action and
comedy and was isolated from the main story in an homage to Raiders of the Lost Ark. In , Alice Eve and
Peter Weller agreed to their roles. Some shots were made in Iceland. The dialogue did not make cohesive
sense following editing and so new dialogue was constructed and dubbed during post production. Not that Star
Trek: Transformers 4 best because the title is "technically available". Rivers asked about the title: Eve
suggested that Pegg discuss the theme of terrorism , and Pegg obliged: Sometimes, Kirk, he seems to be acting
in exactly the same way as him [Harrison]. The Wrath of Khan. How far should we go from our values? We
must not succumb to it; we are the same. Marketing[ edit ] As part of a contest Abrams designed after the
release of Super 8 , the prize for answering a series of questions would be walk-on roles for two people in Into
Darkness. A two-minute teaser was released in iTunes Movie Trailers on December The teaser marked the
beginning of a viral marketing campaign, with a hidden link directing fans to a movie-related website. In the
days leading up to the trailer release, character posters featuring Kirk, Spock, Uhura, and Harrison were
released on iTunes. Saldana said that she lobbied Abrams for four years: They discussed approaching a body
of work already mastered by an earlier generation of actors, agreeing that they would remain with the
franchise as long as it lasted. Pine said that he had to gain weight for the role of Captain Kirk.
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While Captain Sisko maintained a detached distance to the conflicts that played out in the universe, Kira
Nerys was all in. Nerys was a former Bajoran freedom fighter who came to the Starfleet to represent her
nation in the negotiations that followed the war on her home planet. Through her time on the Starfleet, Jadzia
teaches Kira to be more open minded and Odo helps her fall in love. Visitor perfectly captures the passion
Kira has for her people, her friends, and justice. The show would not be the same without her. His arrogant
constitution rubbed fans the wrong way from the get-go. The writers maybe sensed that people were not
responding well to the character as they decided to make some changes to Bashir. After the first few seasons,
viewers would discover that he was in fact a genetically engineered human. His character changed after this
revelation, making him a more tolerable part of the cast. Alexander Siddig was a good sport and rolled with
the punches. Avery Brooks gave the character a distinct gravitas that few other actors could have provided.
Although his elocution was at times amusing to viewers, he always brought a lot of heart to the scenes with his
son. Their relationship was hardly ever confrontational and was a welcome change in pace to most
teenage-parent relationships found on TV. The beloved film star plays the part of Zak with an air of whiny
petulance, a quality that does not mesh well with what viewers have come to expect from the Ferengi. The
Grand Nagus is both the political and economic leader of the Ferengi. Even though their interests mainly
revolve around profits, the Ferengi are clever negotiators and good at reading people. It seems unlikely that
they would chose a leader with so little natural authority. Not only did he have to work with an uncomfortable
headpiece, he also had to give depth to a species that had been accused of promoting unsavory stereotypes.
Through his interactions with the rest of the cast, Shimmerman slowly peeled back the layers of his
controversial character. That was a wise decision. In the role of Wayoun, Combs employed a wide range of
expressions to create a devilishly pleasant character. He also got to explore the character further when he took
on the role of a defunct Wayoun who did not display unwavering loyalty to the Dominion. These dastardly
Vortas became fast fan favorites. They settled on Leeta, an attractive casino hostess, to fill this role. She ended
up coming across as more of a Mansfield than a Monroe and the character ultimately hurt the series. Sloan
worked for a secretive intelligence agency called Section 31 and operated according to the philosophy that the
ends justify the means. William Sadler plays the role brilliantly. Even though the character is thoroughly
odious, you hope things will work in his favor just so you can see more of his performance. This esteemed
actor could probably pull off anything thrown at him. You can currently catch Sadler on the show Power. Ken
Marshall As Michael Eddington It is hard to portray a likable, or at the very least compelling, traitor. In most
of his screen time, Marshall has an inexplicable smirk on his face. His talents would probably have been better
displayed if he had the chance to work with more of this type of material. In an otherwise uneventful episode,
Iggy Pop shows up to play Yelgrun from Vorta. Ihr was initially worried that Iggy might not be a great fit for
the role they cast him in. He is known for his physicality, and the Vorta are typically quite stiff. When he was
surrounded by conniving villains and conflicted heroes, Gowron came across as cartoonish with his bulging
eyes and brutish mannerisms. It was more the case of two concepts that did not manage to find a good balance
within the same framework. The role had previously been offered to Frank Sinatra Jr. Then the executive
producer stumbled across Darren. Darren was cast after his first reading and would move the character in new
directions. The two are caught in an endless rivalry where the characters play wonderfully off each other. The
character has suffered immense loss, which has caused him to become the way that he is. Let us know in the
comments!
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Foreword, by Gene Roddenberry. Originally published in Quartet. Parallel plot to "The Enemy Within". Spock
is split between logical and emotional halves, by a deranged scientist. Neither half may exist without the other.
Originally published in T-Negative Enterprise collides with another dimension. Critical components are lost,
which the crew must retrieve before the ship is destroyed. Introduction by Nichelle Nichols. Spock learns of
his true love, and of the fate of a lost ship, while gazing into reflective waters on a distant world. Originally
published in Spockanalia 5. While filming an episode of Star Trek, Shatner, Nimoy, and Kelley are
transported to the real Enterprise, and relentlessly pursued by the Klingon captain Kor. Originally published in
Tricorder Readings 3. Spock must convince the paranoid crew of the Enterprise that the intense hallucinations
they are all experiencing are not real. Originally published in Showcase 2. Kirk is believed dead, but Spock
suspects something is amiss. Chekov discovers the key to the truth in the past. Omicron Ceti Three," poem by
Shirley Meech. Voyages of the Imagination. Goldstein, Deborah Kay; Lynn, Carol, eds. Reprinted as Quartet
Plus One. Mark Lenard International Fan Club. Burley, Sherna; Langsam, Devra Michele, eds.
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star trek command collection 12" doctor bones mccoy fully articulated new mint see more like this Star Trek Insurrection
12" Data Playmates figure MIB Brand New.

Chapter 7 : Star Trek: Discovery | The Trek BBS
Today IDW released the first issue of the "Prime's Directive" mini-series, of what writer Mike Johnson hopes is a
multi-series run of Star Trek vs. Transformers www.nxgvision.com speaking at the.

Chapter 8 : REVIEW: â€œDesigning Starships â€” The Kelvin Timelineâ€• | TrekCore Blog
The original Star Trek series debuted in and has spawned five TV series spin-offs and a dozen feature films, with an
upcoming one from Paramount arriving in The Fifty-Year Mission is a no-holds-barred oral history of five decades of Star
Trek, told by the people who were there.

Chapter 9 : Star Trek: 8 Casting Decisions That Hurt DS9 (And 12 That Saved It)
Went to see a Star Trek movie and a sequel to the last one, which I recollect as alright. Hollywood, though has not only
forgotten the peaceful past, the Rodenberry vision that set Trek part from any other space operas.
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